Abstract. It is known that the transportation of oversized technological equipment raises particular poroblems, both from the economical and technicall point of view. Knowing the loads in the platform-equipment assembly, the intensity and the direction of the wind loads, the condition of roads and the way these act is imperative. The present paper seeks to determine the expression of the loads obtained on a platform with an even number of axles, loaded with a technological equipment and neglecting or not the deformation of the suspensions and tires.
INTRODUCTION
Concern professionals (designers, manufacturers, transporters and users) in putting into operation and use of technically safe industrial mechanical equipment in general and those working under pressure in many practical cases with particularly dangerous substances from the chemical point of view and / or mechanicall, in particular, it is especially current [1 -4] . It is known that a strong influence on the correct operation of industrial equipment is the precision in manufacturing, transportation and installation. Such possible weaknesses, occurred during the route from conception to putting into operation of mechanical structures should be avoided or known and their influence on the state of stress appreciated. It should not be neglected the fact that during transportation might appear the danger of explosionx and / or fire with the most dangerous effects [5] . The present paper aims to present some elements concerning the assessment of longitudinal stability when transporting oversize industrial equipment such as to avoid any unexpected damage.
HYPOTHESES STUDY
Within the study are taken into consideration some acceptable simplifications, such as [6] : -The assembly, platform for transportation -load is considered as an one piece system, without showing how to support it and anchorage it; -The forces occurring during transportation are considered concentrated in their points of application (wind forces are positive if their direction is opposite to the movement of the convoy); -The road surface is considered without bumps; -The analyzed assembly is supported on wheels as a static beam with supports ( the wheel -suspension assembly) nondeformable or deformable. The platform is supported by constant stiffness along its length. -The reactions expressions are established at the contact of the tires with the road, using the method of three moments [5 -9] . In this context, it si taken into consideration both the tracting force and also the resistance force behind the platform (present or not). -The stability of the movement provides that the overturning bending moment, relative to the center of mass of the system studied, multiplied by a safety factor should be less than the stability calculated on the same point.
-The condition that the lowest normal reaction si positive shall be checked:
; ;
is the transposed vector of the free terms, in wherein:
In previous equalities it was considered that the center of mass of the assembly is between the supports
wich is why the sizes are:
where it is changed 1 A with 1 d [8] . Takeing into account the expressions of the bending moments of the supports, it results the normal reactions:
The condition for the stability of the moving assembly is presented in this case under the form:
2. The deformation of the suspension and tires is not neglected
The first unknowns of the problem at hand -the bending moments of the supports considered, it is determined also by he equality of the form (1). The non zero expressions of the items of the matrix ; n n a p p n E I a n d k
